
• The only difference between G1 and G2 is P4’s payoff matrix

• We conduct an experiment to study an individual’s strategic 
reasoning levels across games by matching subjects w/ robot players

• Motivation: establishing an approach to measure a subject’s 
strategic reasoning depth in the lab is important

• Challenge: unstable individual strategic reasoning levels across 
games (E.g., Georganas et al., 2015; Cerigioni et al., 2019)

• Possible reason: heterogeneous beliefs about human opponents

• Previous studies: using computer players for studying non-
equilibrium behavior (E.g., Johnson et al., 2002)

• Focusing on one family of games in one study

• Ui = 0.2(100 - |Guessi – p · Guess-i|) 
• Guessi = {1, 2,…, 100} for i = 1, 2
• Dominance solvable given a single-peaked payoff structure

• (First-order) Rationality: the ability to best respond to some belief
• Kth-order rationality: the ability to anticipate that the opponents 

are (K - 1)th-order rational and to best respond to such belief
• One is kth-order revealed rational if his strategy survives k rounds 

of iterated elimination of dominated strategies (IEDS)
• A subject is assigned to the lowest type he exhibits across games

• Play the games in two different scenarios (without feedback)
1. Robot Treatment: against fully rational computer players
2. History Treatment: against the data drawn from the first scenario

The other participants will be computers that are programmed to take 
the following strategy:
1. The computers aim to earn as much payoff as possible for 

themselves.
2. A computer believes that every participant will try to earn as much 

payoff as one can.
3. A computer believes that every participant believes “the computers 

aim to earn as much payoff as possible for themselves.”
• Adapted from the instruction used in Johnson et al. (2002)

• Does rationality levels against robots capture individual strategic 
reasoning capacity? (n = 293)

• Within-subject analysis: signed-rank test (p < 0.001)

 Is a player’s reasoning depth constant across games?
• 112 (38.23%) exhibit the same rationality levels across games

• Does the seemingly high proportion of constant-level players 
actually result from two independent type distributions?

• Null hypothesis: the subjects’ rationality depths are independently 
distributed across families of games

• Monte Carlo simulation: 10,000 random samples of 293 pairs of 
levels (Georganas et al., 2015)

• Independently drawn from the empirical distribution

 Does the ranking of players (in terms of rationality levels) remain 
the same across games?

• Define switch ratio = switch frequency/non-switch frequency
• Under the null hypothesis, the (expected) switch ratio = 1

 Switch:

 Non-switch:

• We find some consistency in subjects’ rationality depths across 
games in terms of both absolute and relative levels

• This result suggests that strategic reasoning ability may be a 
persistent personal trait

• Furthermore, after controlling for a subject’s beliefs about his/her 
opponent’s rationality, we may be able to gauge the subject’s 
strategic thinking ability using his/her choice data
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